Is a lincoln ls a good car

The Lincoln LS is a four-door, five-passenger luxury sedan manufactured and marketed by
Ford's Lincoln division over a single generation from â€” Trim levels ranged from the base V6
model to the Special Edition V8 LSE trims in , with revised front and rear fascia, taillights and
foglights, and front grille. Approximately , were manufactured, including 2, with manual
transmissions and 1, LSE editions. In , the LS debuted as Lincoln's first rear-wheel drive sport
luxury sedan for the model year, under influence from the newly established Premier
Automotive Group. Lincoln originally intended to marketed the sedan in two versions, the LS6
and the LS8 , the names reflecting their respective engine layouts. Toyota 's Lexus division
noted concern about the potential name confusion with its Lexus LS and Lincoln ended up
using only the name "LS". In designing the LS to be competitive in its segment, the LS'
German-born chief designer, said of the car, "In a segment defined and dominated by BMW and
Mercedes, the car had to have a functional, no-nonsense look. Leather seating surfaces were
standard, the steering wheel could be wood- and leather-wrapped, and the interior featured
wood accents. Available options included a six-disc in-dash CD changer only accessible
through the glove box initially; changed on later models , power moonroof, and a universal
garage door opener. Four-wheel antilock disc brakes were standard along with an optional
traction control system , marketed as Ford's AdvanceTrac. Numerous suspension components,
as well as the hood, decklid, and front fenders, were aluminum. The LS came with standard inch
alloy wheels while inch wheels were available through an optional sport package. The battery of
the LS was located in the spare tire well in the car's trunk. The base LS was powered by an
all-aluminum 3. Optional in the LS was an all-aluminum 3. Both engines required premium-grade
gasoline. Ford's 5R55S five-speed automatic transmission with an optional manual shift ability
called SelectShift was standard with either engine, while a Getrag five-speed manual
transmission was available for V6-equipped LS models through an optional sport package.
Automatic transmission-equipped cars featured a 3. Lincoln stopped production of the
manual-transmission model LS after 2, were manufactured. The powertrain control module in
automatic transmission models with the SelectShift option was originally programmed to
prevent launching in first gear; i. For the model year , first-gear launches were programmed into
the transmission, reflecting revised fuel economy regulations. In , the LSE Limited Special
Edition package was introduced in V6 and V8 versions, with a revised fascia including round
fog lamp openings and a special metallic grille treatment, and with enlarged lower body rocker
panels, special wheels, and twin dual-exhaust tailpipes. The exterior received HID headlamps
optional and a revised trunklid with revised taillights. Both available engines received a boost in
power and torque, as well as slightly improved fuel efficiency. The 3. The optional 3. LSE
versions were also available in the and model years, with unique fascia , unique inch wheels,
all-red tail lights, a color-keyed grille, unique floormats, and additional wood paneling in the
interior. Earlier LS models had a mechanical engine cooling fan that was operated with a
hydraulic pump because the electrical charging system did not have sufficient capacity to
effectively power an electric fan. A later revised alternator enabled the implementation of an
electric fan for the models. The GPS navigation system uses a DVD player mounted in the trunk
under the package tray to contain the map data. The V6-powered model was dropped from the
lineup. The Lincoln LS has received very high marks in occupant protection. Toyota threatened
a trademark infringement lawsuit, due to the similar naming scheme used on the Lexus LS ,
while at the same time, Ford threatened a lawsuit regarding the Toyota T concept, arguing that
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purchased my ls in with 20, miles on it. Now has 60, Nice body style but Buyer beware! I have
had a lot of trouble with this car and its in the shop again today. Always a problem with coils,
the engine and other things. Reliability is very poor. I believe there should be recalls for these
problems. Can any one help? I just bought this recently and so far, so far good. It's not great in
Winter conditions It's rear wheel drive, what do you expect , gas mileage is on par around mpg,
good power, very comfortable, and is overall a good looking car. I've read up on these cars for a
few years trying to learn about its problems, its Pros and Cons, and decided its worth the
money if you take care of it just like any other car. I don't care what websites say that you can
run 87 in it In the end, it will just slow ly kill it. Gas is going up again, but I knew this when I
bought it and will be willing to make sure it gets what is needed. The only issues I have had with
the car in , miles is coil packs which are covered by ford for 10yrs or If you buy one used, check
with ford. They have replaced all of them. The other concern was the cooling system. IF the car
has over 75K, I recommend cooling tank and plastic pipe-like hoses be replaced and whatever
else the service technician may recommend. I alway recommend transmission fluid service
every 40K or so to keep the additives fresh. I'm the not so proud owner of a '05 LS V6. This car
has been a royal pain since I bought it. It's got K kms on it now. I contacted Ford 3 times and all
I got was lip service from there complaint desk. I've been stranded so many times and spent so
much money on this piece of garbage in repairs it's ridiculous. I was planning on buying a MKS
but after all this pain it's not going to happen. This car is a problem machine! I bought my
lincoln ls ultimate v8 a few years ago with 22k on it. I loved it for about a week because it looks
nice,drives nice, and has every option you could ever want. As soon at the warrenty was at 50k
the nightmare began! This really is the car from hell! Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the LS. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter
by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Sponsored cars related to
the LS. Sign Up. Lincoln Ls â€” A pretty quick car, looks nice and paint is great. Lincoln build
quality not as great as a BMW, but is way faster than say a comparably priced i. Gas milage is
great on highway, but crap in town. Radio reception is very poor and leather only on face of
seats. Looks are nice simple and clean, yet i feel tend to look a bit dated for a Pros:
performance, looks, price, and steering feel. Cons: build quality, upholstery, looks, radio sucks.
I absolutely fell in love with this car! Lucky is the one who takes her home. Read More. I brought
my LS New, well 2nd owner with 10k miles on it. I liked the car but it was of of my area and the
shipping was too much to get it here to my home. I live in Kyle , texas Read More. The only thing
I do not like about my car is it does not have much leg room in the back. But overall, this car is
fun to drive and get good gas mileage. I can't complain too much about it. I love everything
about this car, but im going back to school and will be commuting, so i need something with
better gas mileage. This car has amazing get up and go! Very comfortable ride, especially We
only have maintenance on it now and it's holding up nice. Roomy on the inside, sporty on the
outside. This is not my father's Lincoln Continental by any means. This car does not 'float"
down the road like my father's land yacht used to. The wheel is tight and this car handles turns
brilliantly. On the Best car you and buy for around , super fast, roomy, good gas mile good
information station. The sound system is amazing so mush base it is almost a back rube when
you turn it on. Great heating sy You want a car like this one. They are great cars! I would
reccomed this car to anyone looking for something you can look good in Have you driven a
Lincoln LS? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories.
Clear selections. Sean writes:. Is this helpful? Yes No. Melissa says:. No I never owned any of
these cars,but i have drivin both and would definately choose the Lincoln over the two.. I rented
the Impala and I couldn't wait to turn it in. The Maxima was nice but did not have as much style
and options like the Lincoln. GuruRS23Y says:. Guru9SF6N says:. The most fun thing to drive
and boy is it fast its got to be underrated horse and torque. Reviews From Other Years. Read all
7 Lincoln LS reviews. Read all 17 Lincoln LS reviews. Read all 11 Lincoln LS reviews. Read all
16 Lincoln LS reviews. Read all 13 Lincoln LS reviews. Cars compared to Lincoln LS. Related
Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year Pros: performance, looks, price,
and steering feel Cons: build quality, upholstery, looks, radio sucks 6 of 7 people found this
review helpful. The fact is that this model Lincoln is fairly reliable. It is not perfect though.
Another problem on this vehicle is failure of the Lower Ball Joints. Other than these issues the

car is very reliable and is more reliable than a Cadillac of the same model year contrary to what
the Ford haters will tell you. No, all FOMOCO products are trash, try a GM vehicle they are much
better, if you are looking at a lincoln ls look at a cadillac in your price range, you will be much
more satisfied. I was actually thinking of buying one in the past. Then later on was realizing they
have a bad transmission always goes out. If you go on Craigslist most likely there transmission
bad sor wouldn't recommend it. Trending News. Tiger Woods seriously injured in rollover car
crash. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. Pat Sajak called out for mocking
contestant. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge. Judd makes hour trek home after
shattering leg. COVID pushes some with eating disorders to get help. Luis Cervantes. I'm
planning on buying a Lincoln ls. I wanted to know how good of car is it? If u can tell me pros
and cons about this car. Answer Save. Knuckles Lv 7. Already answered this one KY-Clay Lv 7.
How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. I prefer the Mark 8.
Never cared for the LS. James Lv 6. Jose R. Source s : Sorta a mechanic have seen a lot of
Lincoln ls with same problem. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. Im
looking to buy my fist car, and found a lincoln ls v8 for a good price, and im wondering if that
would be a good car for me to get, and i pretty much fell in love with the car. Also i live in
Minnesota, and im wondering how it would handle in snow. Lincolns are fairly good cars. But
we're talking about used cars here, so there's a toss up in terms of reliability. You really won't
know how the previous owner took care of the car. The LS sedan is a rear-drive sedan, so you
may not fair very well. Depending if you get snow tires for the winter or not. The sound system
in luxury cars are always a step up. But you can always tune up the sound system in any car to
your desire. Buying this in terms of a first car, repairs will not be cheap. Luxury cars tend to
have more expensive parts, and will cost more to fix. So you may want to consider that as well
as the gas mileage. I have a LS V Luckily, I live in Texas and only see ice and snow maybe 10
days out of the year. Rear wheel drive with Independent Rear Suspension A blast on mountian
roads or just straight haulin' ss to the casino This car is lovely on the highway, runs like a
champ. Let something go wrong with such as the core packs, clock spring, water pump, valve
cover gasket, catalac converter, transmition COST!!! Maintenance is so freegan high. This car is
all wheel drive and sucks in the rain and snow. This car spins tires in this kinda weather but
sound system is pretty nice in it. Unless youre a mechanic or work on cars then dont get it. The
LS is an excellent car. It shares some of its underpinnings with the Jaguar. There is an on-line
LS club to which you can direct specific questions about the car. Trending News. Tiger Woods
seriously injured in rollover car crash. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. Pat
Sajak called out for mocking contestant. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge. Judd
makes hour trek home after shattering leg. Answer Save. Compared to the mark VIII, it's rather
boring to me Knuckles Lv 7. How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the
answer. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. The generation that grew up
with the dream of someday driving to the country club in a Cadillac, Chrysler, or Lincoln is
mostly in assisted living these days. And precious few of their offspring would put a DeVille or
Town Car Chrysler withdrew from this league long ago on the list of things to buy when they
win the lottery. The Europeans and Japanese reign here, and past attempts by Detroit to restore
its dynasty - the Cadillac Cimarron of the early '80s comes to mind - are best forgotten. We may
have contributed to this sad state by having little good to say about the overstuffed pullmans
issuing from Detroit's luxury automakers in past decades - some readers even accused us of
being anti-American - so it was with a degree of relief, if not hometown boosterism, that we
found a lot to like about the Lincoln LS when it was introduced in as a model. We road-tested it
in , compared it with both V-6 and V-8 power against other cars in its class three times including the Jaguar S-type, which shares the LS's rear-wheel-drive platform - and subjected it
to a 40,mile long-term test in The LS acquitted itself well right up to our " 36 on the Floor "
comparo February , where it came in last among seven six-cylinder competitors, far behind the
winning BMW i. We felt the LS, now approaching middle age in car years, was just not keeping
up with the competition in a cutthroat class where change is constant. So when Lincoln
announced that the LS would undergo extensive rejuvenation - claiming that "more than
components and systems have been redesigned" - we took another look at the LS, choosing as
the object of our attention the V-8 Sport model. The most apparent effect of these quantum
changes is a not insubstantial improvement in performance by virtue of a hp boost to to the
LS's 4. Compared with previous LS V-8s we've tested, the version lops a half-second off the 0-to
and quarter-mile times, hitting the marks in 6. Running up through the gears of its manumatic
transmission is as much an aural as a physical pleasure - the engine sounds a bel canto tenor,
and the transmission shifts with crisp precision. However, the body rolls severely when you're
pushing this hard. On the other hand, the ZF steering, which Lincoln says is retuned to provide
more feel, helps the LS track down the highway as if it were riding a homing beacon. In the past,

we've been impressed by the LS's heart-of-oak substance but found it to be a bit noisy. No
more. Refinements to the car's sound package, powertrain, and body sealing have given the
cabin a serene ambience. On a practical level, interior storage space has been increased - the
center console has doubled in size - and the pedals are power adjustable. Less welcoming are
instrument-panel graphics that look more Timex than Rolex and "satin-nickel accents" that
coexist uneasily with an otherwise elegant and well-stitched-together interior. One of the car's
less successful changes is a nose-and-tail restyle, including a "signature Lincoln grille," which
shifts the LS's look too close to that of Lincoln's antediluvian Town Car. We've always felt the
LS's styling was too innocuously conventional and heavy-handed - its bumpers would be useful
on a medieval siege engine - for what aspires to be a European-flavor sports sedan. This year's
face lift makes it look even more like a livery-service hire car. But looks are subjective. Price
isn't. During the same period, the stock market has tanked, interest rates have hit historic lows,
zero-interest financing and depressed prices have kept auto sales going, and Lincoln thinks it
can compete without a price advantage. Good luck. As exemplary as it may be, the LS lacks the
reputation of its rivals - Lexus for its antiseptic perfection, Mercedes for its unassailable
pedigree, and BMW for its arrogant dash. Intangibles, to be sure, but in this class, perceptions
count. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best
Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best
Station Wagons of Expand Collapse. This content is created and maintained by a third party,
and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to
find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get
involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
July in Lincoln. Hey guys, Well iam looking to purchase a used or lincoln LS. Iam looking to get
the 3. March Hi, I am thinking of purchasing a LS V8. It is completely loaded, but it has miles.
Would you guys mind providing your opinions? This is a car designed to go , miles. If your car
is in good cosmetic shape, and if YOUR mechanic says the car has no obvious problems and
has not been in an accident: Consider making an offer on the car. You would not go the full
asking price, but after you do your homework you could consider making an offer. Your is a
better car, without the 's startup problems. But for that kind of money it must be in good
cosmetic and mechanical shape. Carfax and Autocheck are obvious must-haves as a precursor
to your purchase. Get the dealer to pay for them if you can. Good luck. May I dont know, I have
ls with the v8 and i got it for July The only problem I've had is with the cooling fan, which isn't
really an engine issue. Either way, I haven't heard of it on the 6. Hope you enjoy yours, if you get
one. First of all, the V8 in the LS is a 4. Second, hard to answer your question. But I think the V8
might be a bit more prone to trouble just because the 3. It's an unbelievably smooth engine but
as Steve noted it is prone to leaking valve cover gaskets and COP failures. The only downside
to the V6 is that it's not available with the Sport package unless you're in Canada. Ah, what's a
tenth of a liter amoung friends? But the V6 most certainly IS available with the sport package. In
fact in the first 3 years, it was available with a sport package which could have an auto-stick or
what is known as a "stick shift" transmission with an actual clutch. If you're talking later years,
the V6 may have been dropped from the sports package, I dunno. Ahem - I bought a LS when
they first came out and have been active in a group of LS enthusiasts that started right here on
Edmunds back in I think I know what I'm talking about. The sport and base packages were
available on both V6 and V8 models for including a manual for the V6. They planned the same
packages minus the manual for the 03 models but the dealers complained about too many
unique models so they only made base V6 models and sport V8 models for and then they
dropped the V6 models altogether for Although in Canada you could still get a V6 sport or V8
base model. August I know the KMs for this car are really high but I am getting a really good
deal. Is this a good deal? The car is fully loaded with all options! I test drove the car and it drove
amazing like my friends benz or audi. Also, the exterior is perfect plus or minus a couple of
dings. The car has been in no accidents and is being bought from a dealers auction. If it's in
good shape - that's not a bad price at all. Look out for leaky valve cover gaskets and the COPS
will probably need to be replaced if they haven't been already. You'll love it! Send me an email
look in my profile if you want some other LS resources. My '00 LS has just 5K miles less than
the one you're looking at, and it's never been better well, not really, but it's running strong. The
only thing I can think of that Allen didn't mention is the window regulators. Your car is old
enough to have probably already had the ones replaced that were going to break. Good luck! I
think you'll enjoy the car if you end up getting it. How could I forget the window regulators?
November Hey, I bought my LS for close to 13, in It only had 64, miles. I have only put 20, miles
on the car since I got it because I have had so many problems with it. I would be very careful

with the choice you make. Think it over. My father told me this car is like the Titanic, it just
keeps going down down down! I love my LS for it's style, handling and power, it is a great road
car. I am glad to have owned one, but for reliability I would give it a big NO!!! There are obvious
design flaws in the car that should be recalled and are not. I read a forum that said not to buy
one with under 60K on it, because by then most of the problems should be fixed. I bought mine
at 58K and have replaced 6 COPS-coil over plugs, valve cover gaskets that leaked so bad they
destroyed the COPS, coolant control valve, and now my clock spring is bad causing the cruise
not to work and the airbag light to come on. Today the rear caliper hung up and smoked the
pads. Why did Lincoln completely redesign the car after 6 years of production, and drop the LS
all together??? This car is a really sharp car with all the bells and whistles that will leave you
with a bad taste in your mouth, or I just OWN a :lemon: Oh, it's for sale in your price range, get
with me, lol I own a Dodge ram with K, good truck, 99 and 86 Corvettes, reliable, 91 5. Tires
twice and brakes once. That's it. I do need to replace the front sway bar bushings now due to
noises, so that'll be my first fix. Sorry to hear of your troubles with yours. Some of em are pretty
reliable, some not so much I guess. Used cars are pretty much a crapshoot. I will also provide
some balance. In about , miles, the only issues I have had were 2 bad COPs at over , miles and a
faulty heated seat element. It has never leaked or used a drop of oil. There were a couple of
TSBs for the PCM that were performed early in the car's life but otherwise mine has exceeded
expectations. I know from reading all of the posts that this is not always the case so I am not
trying to convince anyone to buy or not buy a used LS. If I recall correctly, someone long ago
posted some data showing the most problematic LSs were built early in the calendar year. The
really early ones like mine tended to be pretty decent and the '01s were much better. Window
regulators, heated seat elements, and leaking valve covers were well known issues in the early
days. I really haven't heard of any common flaws in the s or newer. Are yours V6 or V8s? The V6
is a tried and true ford design while the V8 is a "new" Jaguar design, totally different animal.
Mine is an 01 with only 68K miles, not abused or neglected. Beyond the engine, the only
problems I have had are the coolant control valve and clockspring, not too bad. The AJ V8 was
first used in Jaguars around and is the same basic engine used in LS V8s, although the LS had
a tad shorter stroke and lacked variable valve timing until If I recall correctly, it made the Wards
10 best engine list for some time. Valve cover sealing in the spark plug holes was an issue for
awhile but otherwise the mechanicals are sound. It is one of the smoothest and most refined
sounding engines around. I love to hear mine sing to RPM. Jeyhoe will jump in here and talk
about his V6 but I think he has one of those rare birds where you actually push in a clutch pedal
and move a lever around to change gears. Rather quaint I wrote and tried to explain that the
stroke was different which made the displacement different between the two engines. His reply?
What does stroke have to do with displacement? Gee, I don't know - which glass holds the most
water: the tall one or the short one same diameter? And this was the so-called Editor-in-Chief of
an automotive website. There were other issues with that bozo but that's my favorite one. I
remember that. There was someone, maybe the same guy, who couldn't figure out why there
was no battery under the hood. Yep, that was him. So I sent him an email telling him there was a
TSB to fix it. So he chose to "test" the service writer and just complained about the poor
shifting to see if they'd find the TSB on their own. They didn't and he didn't bother to tell them to
check the TSB. As a consequence they continued to drive the car another few months, all the
while complaining about the poor shifting that could have been fixed months earlier. Then
again, if these guys were really good automotive journalist they wouldn't be working for
edmunds. Mine's the V6. With manual tranny. Well, I guess I unknowingly walked into a hornets
nest of LS lovers, my bad, car is great, love it!!! Please cancel my linching party, lol I bought my
LS at 58K and it had problems when I bought it. Like the exterior temperature indicator reads
wrong, and needs reprogramming, but if I want it done I have to pay??? If the brakes wear out
on my car, I will fix them as that is a wear item, no problem, as are tires, clutches, timing belts
AC seals leak, you get the AC serviced. I really like the car and the cool features, auto dimming
mirror, auto wipers, I guess my issue is with dealer support to resolve manufacturing quality
defects. Lincoln's response to these problems is the same as all other manufacturers - they're
not safety defects and thus no recall is required. If they fail during the warranty period, they're
covered. If they fail outside the warranty period they're not covered. Some cars had the valve
cover gasket failure, some didn't. I don't think very many of us LS lovers would say that all the
LSs are perfect! I don't know how long you have had your car or what your relationship is with
the dealer but if it had problems when you bought it, couldn't you have had them fix it before
accepting the vehicle? Also, there is nothing wrong with politely asking for some "help" from
Ford or the dealer when a pricey service item is discovered - particularly when you are just a
few thousand miles out of warranty. Dealers vary but some will go to bat for you. I hope my
comments didn't add insult to injury. The trick is your dealer has to request it. It's worth a shot.

You bet it is worth a shot. My heated seat element died after my car was 6 years old and had ,
miles. They also helped me out some on a couple of bad COPs after the car exceeded , miles.
Both of these things happened within a week of each other. I appreciate the info on the AWA,
worth a shot. I like to think I am a mechanic, so I fixed all the problems myself, no books, just
winged it with success. I went to the dealer for help and the resident expert at the dealer really
helped me and walked me through it. I bought the car site unseen from a friend of my brothers
after his brother died, estate car. Drove miles to Key Largo in a rental, fished and dove for the
weekend, and drove back, great trip, awesome car. Then I bought it, lol I should of bought an
extended waranty after I purchased it, but didn't. Well done with the DIY repairs, especially
flying solo without the books. I got an AWA on my cooling fan replacement a number of years
ago after my warranty ran out by a few months. However, they saved me multiples of their price
as I evaluated what I'd do myself vs. Yours is likely to last you another K miles. I remember your
Yukon trip desc. I took my LS to LA last month. Not exactly the wilderness, but just as exciting
in its way. I was surprised to get 28 mpg over the mile trip. That's best I've ever seen! I
remember you saying that's what you got on your trip. Knock wood, no troubles at 91K.
December January I was thinking about buying a used ls for 7, miles. The ls has 74, miles on it
and is clean. I just have two problems that trouble me with buying it. The problem is when I had
the car changing gears to check the transmission, I started to turn the wheel, and when I turned
it all the way it was a noise. The noise wasn't cracking or grinding, but it just didn't sound right.
When I returned to the chevy deale about the problem he said he had no idea. The problem i
thought was the recall for the lower ball joints. The dealer called lincoln and they said the
vehicle was serviced for the recall. I was wondering if you think its the power steering, the ball
joint or axle? Another question is are there any problems that are consistent on this car, I
should now about? Any engine should go at least K if it is properly maintained and doesn't have
any incidents, overheating, lack of oil. But, the concern is if the car is a quality piece or does
everything consistently break and cost you an arm and a leg in repair costs. My 01 LS V8 just
turned 70K and I have replaced way too many parts for a car with this many miles on it. I just
replaced the rear caliper and clockspring in the last 2 weeks and the car was finally uptight, all
fixed. Now, the drivers window regulator broke yesterday???? A cheap plastic guide roller that
the cable rides on sheared off the outer edge and pinched the cable, broke!!!! A metal roller
would last for forever compared to the cheap plastic gear they used. Must be alot of demand for
this part for it to be so cheap and available. Here is my list of repairs in last 12K, 58KK miles:
coolant control valve, COPS, Valve cover gaskets, seized rear caliper, clockspring, fogged
headlights, melted 3rd brake light lens, lumbar inop, front end clunks-struts, visor broke, head
liner loose, front pillar covers twisting, and now, 1st broken window regulator, more to come I
am sure The LS uses the same regulator parts as Mercedes. The reasons are complicated but
it's not the part itself - it's the weatherseal around the windows too sticky, puts too much strain
on the regulator. I haven't been here in quite a while, surprised to see some of the same "cast of
characters" are still here. My wife and I still have our LS, and it's still running well, although it
has only 55, miles on it. I was pondering this the other day, as I've gone on a "cleaning blitz",
clearing out a ton of old paperwork in my files. I've kept all of the dealer repair orders for this
car, and was looking through them as I cleaned. I have to say that there were a lot more of them
than I remembered. Fortunately, I still enjoy the car, and fortunately the dealer made the service
experience as painless as possible, and fortunately the car hasn't left us stranded. However, it
hasn't been the most trouble free car I've ever owned. I just hope that I don't encounter anything
major, as I'm now out of warranty. Welcome back, leadfoot. Still have my getrag LS and at 90K
it's sill basically like new except I still need to replace the bushings on the front swaybar. If I
could afford to replace it, I might think about it. But as it is, there's nothing that comes close for
any reasonable cost. Hope it keeps on truckin as the only money I've spent on it for
maintenance is brakes once and tires twice. Just looking at my member information I'm not sure
about the total number of posts being correct, but the date certainly isn't correct. I joined this
forum about 14 months earlier than that, about the time I started researching the LS, which I
bought in May of Yeah, me too. Everyone who was posting on Edmunds on April 13 got that join
date, regardless of reality. It looks like all of us early birds have the same member start date,
although many were earlier. Yes, I stumbled on to this site much sooner than April of It used to
be quite a daily routine of reading all of the new posts. Yeah, remember those giddy days???
There would be posts a day!! And some of the personalities! Remember our friend from
Omaha? I wonder how many of those "regulars" from back then still have their LSs. Yeah, I
remember as well. Serious question: anyone hazard a guess as to why the LS generated such
interest yet the mks, mkz, mkx etc have not? I will throw out a few reasons: The Lincoln brand
was generally viewed in a more favorable light by the public and by the press in those days.
They were outselling Cadillac. The LS got great press from both the enthusiast and consumer

mags. Some Lincoln management participated in our discussions. The LS was not a badge
engineered Ford. The LS was extremely competitive in it's market segment. None of the above
apply to the offerings today. A lot of the old regulars are still on that "other" site and a lot still
post here. I'm still in both places even though I traded my LS in 2 years ago on a Fusion. It's
nice to be able to discuss automotive things with rational people without the trolls that seem to
pop up here from time to time. The LS was the first credible domestic sports sedan and there
were big plans for the future - European sales, a i competitor, 2 door coupe, etc. Then the
Firestone fiasco destroyed the budget, management couldn't figure out what to do with Lincoln
and they just sort of drifted along on a life raft until a couple of years ago. Based on the new
management and the new vehicles and concepts I think they'll get back to the former glory of
the LS and far surpass it. But it won't happen overnight. I'll agree with all of that plus add that
the LS was a rear driver. Yes, I live in the northeast, and at times, a FWDer can be beneficial in
deep snow, but the other 9 months of the year, a RWD is a better balanced, better handling car.
And, if it came down to it, and we get a serious blizzard, the LS stays home. My wife, the primary
driver, is a school teacher, and the schools would probably be closed. Therefore, that last little
bit of extra snow traction a FWD might provide would become a non-issue. I have a 4x4 for the
winter. While that's nice, and I certainly would not buy something like the X without it, it's still
not RWD. I agree with all the comments answering my question. I cant even recall how I
stumbled upon this site and discussion about 7 yers ago. But a lot of the excitement here
contributed to my purchasing a LS. I loved that the VP of marketing and a couple of engineers
were here to answer questions. And then they hosted several LS events. It was great. I share
your optimism about the future. One other very positive thing: Ford quality has gone waaaay up
in the past few years. The model launches have been nearly flawless. Let's face it - some of the
early LSs had some teething problems and it turned off some owners. The fit and finish was
generally good but the quality of interior materials could have been better. The TSBs for
transmission shift quality didn't bother me but could have been a nuisance for some. Other
things like window regulators, moisture in the headlamps, failed seat elements, etc. I have never
had any problem getting around Minneapolis with RWD. The only reason I would consider it
would be if the power is so great that the FWD would be overwhelmed by traction loss or
understeer. I left an anniversary message in the general LS board most years about this time,
reprising the current situation vs. It's clear that most of the people making fresh posts bought
the car for a song and are looking for the easy way out when something goes wrong. The LS
demographic has finally shifted the way Lincoln wanted it to, but I don't think they wanted the
vehicle sorry to be cheap used cars. Go figure. I've lived in the Rochester,NY area since January
of My father was transferred to this area by his employer, and the local GM plants were among
the companies he sold equipment to. At the time we came here, we had a Ford Country Squire
station wagon. I continued that tradition until , when my wife and I bought the LS. However, I
don't necessarily think that I'll purchase another Ford. Actually, GM has nothing at this time
either, as the Cadillac CTS' styling just doesn't appeal to us, no matter how good the reviews of
the car are. Personally, I think the upcoming Pontiac G8 has promise, but my wife doesn't care
for what's been shown so far. Fortunately, I think the LS still has a little life left, but having been
through 7 road salt filled winters is what concerns me the most. The car has low mileage and is
still running well. But as we all know, corrosion will get at the dozens of electrical connections
that today's cars have, and before you know it, the car is getting all sorts of weird, due to bad
electronics. Then you have to decide whether to keep putting money in a car that's depreciating
like a rock in the ocean, or bite the bullet and get something new. Sign In or Register to
comment. The Lincoln LS is a smooth and comfortable entry-level luxury sedan that lacks the
refinement and athleticism of its newer competition. Introduced for the model year, the midsize,
rear-drive LS is Lincoln's most advanced vehicle in terms of technology and engineering, and it
has attracted a much younger clientele than Lincoln car dealerships are traditionally used to
seeing. Unfortunately, it has never attracted these buyers in the numbers that Lincoln would
like. In , the LS benefited from extensive updates that saw its 3. Minor transmission and
suspension improvements were added for to further refine the Lincoln's road manners and shift
quality. The model year also saw interior improvements designed to give the Lincoln car a more
upscale ambience real walnut trim found its way to the options list along with more storage
space. Features like side curtain airbags, a high-grade sound system and an onboard
navigation system were also added to the options list. That the LS is an agreeable car is not in
doubt. It's here that our interest in the Lincoln LS starts to wane. The Lincoln LS is still worth a
look, but there are at least a half-dozen competitors we'd look at first. A host of standard
features are included, such as inch alloy wheels, dual-zone automatic climate control, leather
upholstery, auto-dimming mirrors and power seats with driver's memory. Various optional
upgrades include a power moonroof, HID headlights, heated and cooled front seats, walnut burl

wood trim, power-adjustable pedals and a DVD-based navigation system combined with a
THX-certified six-CD audio system. Many of these options are bundled into the available Elite
and Premium option packages. The sole powertrain is a 3. This V8 is mated to a five-speed
automatic transmission that sends power to the rear wheels. Traction control is standard across
the line, while the AdvanceTrac stability control system is optional. Side airbags for front
passengers are standard; full-length head-curtain airbags and rear parking sensors are
optional. In NHTSA crash testing, the Lincoln LS scored five stars for protection of the driver in
frontal impacts and four stars for front-passenger protection. Side-impact tests resulted in a
four-star score for front-seat occupants and five stars for rear-seat passengers. Smooth and
gutsy off the line, the V8 remains quiet while providing strong acceleration from almost any
speed. The Lincoln's handling is commendable considering its size, but as the turns get
smaller, the LS begins to feel bigger. Out on the highway, the Lincoln LS plays the part of a
touring sedan almost perfectly, offering both a smooth ride and secure handling. But as a sport
sedan, it's average at best. Materials quality is not up to the level of import competitors', but real
wood, faux titanium and chrome accents add some visual interest to the Lincoln LS cockpit. The
leather upholstery is soft to the touch, and although the well-cushioned chairs provide excellent
comfort during highway cruising, their lack of lateral support makes them unsuitable for more
spirited driving. The backseat offers more room than most entry-level luxury sedans, as even
6-footers will find ample head-, leg- and foot room. I just purchased a Lincoln ls v8 sport. I just
got out of an 06 GTO with hp so I was a little skeptical of the hp v8. Especially the surround
sound. Roomy, comfortable ride! Throttle lags a bit especially in low gears, compared to gto
very stiff sporty suspension handles nice and most other performance is as advertised. I put K
on a LS without incident and then traded it for the with 5K. I have been very happy with this car
in every single way and now have over K miles on it. The only issue I've had was replacing the
thermostat. It's a bit of a challenge and the guy changing it me didn't get the housing tight the
first time. No issues after that. Runs great, drives great, gets decent mpg and still looks good.
I'd buy a new one tomorrow if they still made them. Picked up a pre-owned with 32k on it. Love
the ride, acceleration, and the interior. I'm tired of all the gadgetry in all the other cars. I just
want to drive, not be freaking entertained. Love the SelectShift and blowing the doors off of
Beemers. I have had little maintenance. Bought used from a dealer as a program car with 9K.
Maintenance in 7. Great fun to drive and comfortable on long trips. Write a review. See all 46
reviews. Available styles include Sport 4dr Sedan 3. Consumer ratings and reviews are also
available for the Lincoln LS and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the LS 4.
Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to
understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the LS. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews
for the Lincoln LS and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews
and recommendations for the LS featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Lincoln LS. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.

Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Lincoln Lincoln LS. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Lack of a manual transmission keeps it from true sport sedan status, build
quality lags behind German and Japanese competitors, not as nimble as other sport sedans in
its class. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review
The Lincoln LS is a smooth and comfortable entry-level luxury sedan that lacks the refinement
and athleticism of its newer competition. Lincoln has discontinued the V6 engine for and
trimmed the car's remaining styles down to a single V8 Sport model, which includes a chrome
grille with body-color surround, round foglamps and body-color rear license plate trim. Updated
wheel designs and two new option packages round out the changes for ' Sponsored cars
related to the LS. Most helpful consumer reviews 4. People who viewed this also viewed 4. The
Edmunds experts tested the LS both on the road and at the track. What about cargo capacity?
When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the LS has And
then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Lincoln LS is reliable,
read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's
like to live with the LS. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews,
mazda rx8 fuel filter
mazda cx 7 fuel filter location
makerbot replicator 2 parts diagram
and be sure to compare the LS's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles.
There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Lincoln LS is a good car. Safety
scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in
determining whether the LS is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official Edmunds
Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions include: Sport 4dr Sedan 3. LS
variants include Sport 4dr Sedan 3. What do people think of the Lincoln LS? Edmunds Expert
Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Lincoln
LS and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a
member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New
Lincoln LS? Can't find a new Lincoln LSs you want in your area? Consider a broader search.
Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Lincoln LS? Check out Lincoln lease specials.
Sign Up.

